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In this note we shall characterise the uniform space, which is a 
uniform subspace of its bicompactification (3(0) or w{R)'^, by intro­
ducing the notion of u-normality. Then we shall study some properties 
of u-normal spaces. We denote by a uniform space having unifor­
mity I X|.
Let A and B be subsets of R and A ^  B =  (f>. When there exists 
such that -S'(A, W l^)^B  — <{), we say that A and B are 
u-separated. It is easy to see that A and B are u-separated, when 
and only when there exists a uniformly continuous function (p such 
that
cp (a) =  O (tt £ A ),
0^^<p{a)< I.
rp(a) =  l  {a&B),
V
A uniform space R  is called a Cech u-normal space, when any 
disjoint completely closed sets'*' of R  are u-separated, and is called a 
u-normal space, when any disjoint closed sets of R  are u-separated.
V
Lemma I. In  order that R is Cech u-normal, it is necessary 
and sufficient that every homided continuous functions of R are uni­
formly continuous.
Proof. Since for any disjoint completely closed sets F  and G, 
there exists a bounded continuous function cp such that
^  (a) =  O (a 6 F ) ,
O <p (a) ^  I.
(p (a) =  I  (« £ G ), 
the sufficiency of the condition is obvious.
V
Conversely let R be Cech u-normal, then any finite open covering 
=  {ATj I i =  l , ..., nj is an element of if every NI are com­
pletely closed.®^
For put NI =  F t, then j\ F^  =  </j or F, ^ (F «  ^  ^  F„) =  <!>, 
where Fi and F., ^  ... ^  F^ are completely closed. Hence there exists
I such that
there exists a completely closed set such that
S ( F , , SJUt,) C  S ' (F , ^  ... ^  F ,., m,) C H , C  (F. ^  ^  F„r.
This implies that ^ F .. ^  ^  F„ — cf).
Assume that we get completely closed sets , H, and elements
9Jii of such that
H , ^ . . .  ^  F, , ,  ^  ... ^  F„ =  >  S ( F , , m ,) .
Since and ^  ... ^  Ht ^  F,, .^ ^  ... ^  Fn are completely clo­
sed, there exists 3!Jl{+] e such that
S (F,,, , ... ^  F ,,, ^  ... ^  F^ , ajl,:,,) =  0 .
Hence there exists a completely closed set such that
S , OT.,,) C  S' {H, ^  ... ^  F ,,, ^  ... ^  F„ , C  
C  (H, ^  ... ^  F ,,, ^  ... ^  F J  
This implies that H, ^  ... ^  ^  Ft^. ^  ... ^  F„ =  c/>. 
Therefore by induction there exist , . . . ,  H„ such that ^  ... ^
=  .^, £ ? O S ( F , ,  OTO-
Hence A  -S (F ,, 9W*) =  </>......... (S).
i==l
Put 9Ji, A 5m, A -  A 90?,, =  3Ji e fS[R,S.
Let M  be an arbitrary element of Tl, then for every i there exists 
Ml e SSRi such that M i '^ M . Therefore it must be M ^ F t  =  4> for 
some i, because M ^  Fi 4= (j> (for all i) contradicts the condition (S). 
This implies 2)1 <  3i , i. e. e
Now let (p be an arbitrary bounded continuous function of R  such 
that 0< 'cp<^l. We write
U„ =  ft7, I =  I , . . . ,  2’'- 2|,
U„ =  {a I */2»»<^ <r->(£f)<C*+V2™!- 
Then, since U„ is a finite open covering of R and every Ul are com­
pletely closed, we get IX„ e
Since aeS(b,  U J implies j (p(a)—<p(h) | is uniformly con­
tinuous.
Theorem I. In  order that the uniform topology of /3 (R) can be 
reduced to that of R, it is necessary and sufficient that R is Cech 
u-normal and totally hounded. (This shows a necessai-ij and sufficient 
condition for that /3 (R) and the completion R* of R is identical.)
Proof. Necessity : Since /3 (R) is totally bounded, R  is also totally
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bounded.
Let F  and G be complete closed sets of R  and F — 4>, then 
there exists a continuous function <p such that
9^  (a) =  O (a g F ) ,
O ^  93 (a) ^  I.
<p{a) =  \ [a^G),
When we inflate <p to the continuous function of /3 {R), is uni­
formly continuous from the bicompactness of /3 {R) . This implies the 
uniform continuity of
Hence F  and G are u-separated, and R  is Cech u-normal. 
Sufficiency. "Let R b e  homeomorphic to the subspace R^ =  f (R) 
of its Tychonoff’s parallelotope P\P' \ I’}, (where r  is the set.of all 
continuous functions ^  of R such that O ^  ^  I.)
We shall prove that R and Rg with the weak uniform topology 
by means of bounded continuous functions are uniformly homeomor­
phic. When this fact is proved, the sufficiency of this condition is 
obvious.
We denote by a) the uniform covering \N(rp{a), a) \ aeR\
of Rf), where N {<p (a), a) =  \f {x) | cp (a)~cp (a:) j a j, (/ is the homeo- 
morphism between R  and R^).
Now we consider an arbitrary uniform covering =  Si (rp ,^ a,) a 
... , a,.) of Ra. Since by Lemma I, (pt is uniformly continuous,
there exists 93?« e such that b£S (a ,  Tl,-) implies I (Pi (a)—Vh(P) I 
<  a*. Putting SJl =  A -  A , we get m  e and / (9 Jl)<9?.
Conversely consider an arbitrary element 93? of f9Jl3,}, and let 
9Jlf <^9Jt, 9)?f <^9J?i, and 9Jli, TI2G i Since R  is totally bounded, 
there exists a finite subcovering S9Jt»i I i =  I, ■■■, kj of 9Jio. Let us 
assume that S(M«t, 9Jii) C-^ii £ ( *  — I, ••., k), then we can const­
ruct continuous functions cp, of R  such that 
rpi (a) =  O (a G M.J ,
O ^  <Pi ^  I.
rpi (a) =  I  (a e M\,),
Let a , 6 ei2 , and 6 (a, 9Jf), then aeM„, implies h^S  (M..^, 9J{»),
whence (a) =  O, <p^ (h) =  I. Hence putting '>R^m(<p,, ) A -  A
9Jl (<P., y ) , we get n  (90 <  9Jif <  9Ji. Therefore R  and R, are uni­
formly homeomorphic. Thus the proof is complete.
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Corollary I. A completely regular space R has one and • only one
V
Cech u-normal and totally botmded uniformity agreeing with its topolo­
gy-
Corollary 2. In  order that a uniform space R is uniformly homeo- 
morphic to a subspace of its Tychonoff's parallelotope P , it is necessary
V
and sufficient that R is Cech u-normal and totally bounded, where P 
has the weak uniform topology by means of bounded contimmis fun­
ctions of R .
Corollary 3. In  order that the uniform topology of w (R) can be 
reduced to that of R, it is necessary and sufficient that R is u-normal 
and totally bounded.
Proof. The validity of this corollary is obvious from the fact 
that ^  {R) and w {R) are identioal, when and only when R is normal*. 
We can prove Corollary 3 as follows, too.
Lemina 2. In  order that two Cauchy filters ^  — ] 4^ } and @ =  
{Gp I S j of R  are equivalent, it is necessary and sufficient that S (F\, 
Wi,) ^  4= <p for all , G ,e&  and 5TO,e
Proof. Necessity: Let ^  and © be equivalent, i. e. S ^  ® be a 
Cauchy filter, then for every there exist two sets F g g
and G e®  such that a, beF  G implies beS  (a, 9Ji^).
Take arbitrary and G  ^e® , then ^  F =4= (/>, G  ^^  G cj).
Therefore, when we take two points a ^  F  and b ^G^ ^ G  , we see 
that
S (F „ , W J  ^  Gp -
Sufficiency: For an arbitrary we consider such
that aJty •< , and assume that a , beF^  or a, be G  ^ implies
beS  (a, m ,j).
If aeF^ ,  b e G ^ , then by the assumption there exists M eTty such 
that M ^  F^ 4^ 4,, M ^  G^, 4  ^</>, and accordingly L, NeWl^ such that 
L (f>, N ^  M , a e L , beN. Hence there exists P e 9J?*
such that a, b e L M N P e M ^ , whence we get beS (a, . 
Therefore % ® is a Cauchy filter, i. e. S and @ are equivalent.
Let i2 be a uniform space with the uniform topology {9J{^  j 96 j. 
We classify all maximum Cauchy closed filters of R  by equivalence, 
and denote by R* the set of the classes Sg}. We introduce a topology
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in R* by means of the closed basis: {{gj I fg} : Fegoj (C-^*).
where F  is an arbitrary closed set of R, then it is obvious that R* 
becomes a !Ti-space.
Lemmas. {(g| I go€ Ig j : Fe  g„| =  {{g} I (^  «) e g  6 { g j-> 
S ( F , ,m . ) ^ F ^ c t >  (V Ti, 6 faJI^j) j 
Proof. Assumethat {gj, then g e f g j  implies g ~ g „ .
Therefore by Lemma 2 we get S (F^, ^  F  r^-<t> for all 6 g  , 
TO,6{9K.j.
Conversely assume that e g 6 !g j implies S (F„, SUZ.!) ^  F  -[= ^ . 
Then ® =  fG I G : : )S (F , ,  F „ e g ,  9Ji,e |9«,j, G is  closed.}
is a closed filter containing F, where we consider a fixed g . Further 
we can see that ® is a Cauchy filter.
For, for an arbitrary e we take SOJj, such that <  aJt*, 
and assume that a , 6 6 F^ ( e g) implies aeS{h , 9JJj,). If a , & 6
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^  (F„, 9JZ^ ) ^  F (6  ® ), then there exist elements M and N  of 9J{j, such 
that aeM,  & e AT; M ^  5: (F„ , 9J{.) + </,, N ^ S  (F„, Tl,) -h cf>. Hence 
there exist P, Q eTl„ such that
P A (fi, Q H= (/): P ^  F\ =h <!>, Q ^  F^ + (/), 
and L e Tly such that P ^ L  H= <p , Q ^  L ^  <j). Therefore there exists 
K  such that M ^  P ^  L'-' Q N  C K  eT l, . Thus from a e M ,b e N ,  
we conclude tshat aeS{b, Tl,), i.e. @ is a Cauchy filter.
Now we denote by ®g a maximum closed filter containing ® , then 
Ge® ,  and F ^eg  imply S {F ,^ Tl,) for all
For assume the contrary, i. e. S (F^, Tl,) ^ G — cf), then for 9JZ,j e f SOi^ j^ :
Tip <  , we get S (F„ ,Tly) ^ G  =  Cji from the fact that S (F^ , m,) 
C  S (F^, Tl,) . But this contradicts S (F„, e ®o > G e®o- Thus 
by Lemma 2 we conclude that g . Therefore @o is an element of 
|gj containing F.
Thus the proof of Lemma 3 is complete.
For each Tl, =  {M^ j A} e J9[)?^ j we put 5«;,. I A j, where
means the closure of in R*. Then we can see easily from Lemma 
3 that I Xj becomes a basis of a uniformity agreeing with the 
topology of R*, and that R* =  R  and R* is complete.
If R  is u-normal and totally bounded, from Lemma 2 and the me­
thod of introducing the topology into R^  we see easily that R* is 
identical with w [R). The converse is obvious.
Therefore we can reproduce Corollary 3 in such a way. Though 
we used the metod of Theorem I  at first to study the relation between 
R  and its Tychonoff’s parallelotope, the last method has more genera­
lity, when we study uniform topologies of general bioompactifications.'^^
From now forth we study properties of u-normal spaces.
Theorem 2. Any topological space R admits at most one u-normal 
metric {or enumerable uniformity'), which is the finest uniform topology 
(so called a-striicture').
Proof. Since the u-separation of a u-normal space is difined by 
means of its topology, and by virtue of the Lemma obtained by the 
author,"^ the uniform topology of a metric space is defined by the 
notion of u-separation, we get the uniqueness of such a uniform topo­
logy.
We denote by 1^ =  1, 2, ...| a basis of such a uniformity of 
R. If we assume that there exists an open covemg 9i such that
for all n, then taking =  , SJ., 9^ 3, ......  such that
SJi •••, we see that the metric ^ | n — 1, 2,...}
is u-normal and is not equivalent with But the last result
contradicts the above mentioned uniqueness of such a uniformity. The­
refore must be the finest uniform topology of R.
Theorem 3. In  order that a metric space R is u-normal, it is 
necessary and sufficient that the set H of all points of accumulatio7i 
of R is bicompact, and for all 6 ^ 0  there exists S ^ O  such that 
SI {H) C At, where
S,{H)=\a\ p{ab)<^S, b eH i ,
As =\a\ p (a b )^S  ivb^=a)\.
Proof. Necessity: Assume that H is not bicompact, and an open 
covering of H  has no finite subcovering. Since H is fully normal, 
there exists an open covering such that .
If there exist N i, AT,, ..., N^^yi such that for every N e S t , 
S(N , Si) ^  -S (N(, =i^  (/) holds for some i, then there exists Mg such 
that S (N, S (Ne, C  6 9K , and this shows that SUl has a 
finite subcovering fM, | i =  I , . . . ,  which contradicts the assumption. 
Therefore we can select N j , N . , . . . ,  such that
S(N , ,  ^J t )^S(Nj ,  ^ )  =  cp ( i^^ j) .
Let a , , b, € ; p &0 <C i  > % O then from the method of selecting
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Ni it must be =  whence they are disjoint, but not
u-separated, which contradicts the u-normality cf R. Hence H  must 
be bicompact.
Next, assume that SI (H) cji for all S, then there exist a, e SI (H) 
and bi 4= such that p 5j)
We denote by € (a) inf\p (ax) \ x ^  a\, then, as ,b^ ^ H, it must 
be £ («i) > 0 ,  6 (&,) >  0. Hence we can select a» g SI (H) and 6» =t= «2 
such that /> («2 <C inf (s (a,), S (bj), s/3), then , b , , a. and &2 are 
different from the others. We can select in the same way «3, 63; 
at, &i; ... such that Sa«i^{6, l =  <jf>, p (a* b f )<  1/i + l  and 
Since every points of Sl(H) are isolated, {«4} = fad. Since p(bt, x)
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^ s / 2 ( x e H ) , =  But {«ij and are not u-separated, which 
contradicts the u-normality of R.
Sufficiency: Assume that closed sets F  and G oi R  are disjoint 
but not u-separated, then there exist two sequences of points and 
fftjsuch that Cl, €G, &/6 G and p (a^  b,) 1/i. If \a,\ is cofinal in H, 
there exists a cluster point a cf {a,\ frcm the biccmpactness of H, 
and it becomes at the same time a cluster point of which means 
a e F  ^ G ,  and this is a contradiction.
If is cofinal in H ‘, since p(a^b,)<^l/i, {aj is residual in 
every Al and accordingly in every Si. (H) by assumption. Hence we 
can assume that ^ Sst(H) and »• O ( i c o ) , i.e. we can select 
h^eH  such that P(Uifh)C^Si. From the bicompactness of H, \h^\ 
has a cluster point h, which is at the same time a cluster point of 
{aj and {6<|. Therefore he F ^ G ,  which contradicts the assumption. 
This contradiction completes the proof of Theorem 3.
Corollary 4. A u-normal metric space R is bicompact, if every 
i4s(S]>0) are finite sets, (for example when R  has no isolated point)
Corollary 5. Any u-normal metric space is complete.
Theorem 4. In  order that a metrizable space R is homeomorphic 
to a u-normal metric space, it is necessary and sufficient that the set 
H of all points of accumulation of R is bicompact.
Proof. Necessity of the condition is obvious from Theorem 3.
Sufficiency: We shall show that the enumerable set =  
x\a£H,  Ken'll of open coverings is a basis for the a-structure of
R, where (a) =  I p{xa)<C,l/n\.
Let M  be an arbitrary open covering of R  and
Let us select fc closed sets N, such that 2V,. C  > U  then
min^d (N], M^) >  -.
For, if d(Nf,  M;') =  0, then there exist a^eiV,. and such that
p(a jb j )<^ l/3 . S ince^ j is bicompct, {«_,} has a cluster point a, 
which is a cluster point of {6jj at the same time. Therefore 
a e Ni ^  M i , which contradicts the assumption, i.e. it must be d(Nf,
Ml) >• O and accordingly min d (N^, M^ >> — ~ .
i u^..k Th
Then it is easy to see that <^9Jl for this n\ hence is a 
basis for the a-structure of R, and the metric by means of {@„j is 
u-normal.
Now let us consider the case of non-metric spaces. If R is 
u-normal, then it is obvious that any Cauchy sequence of points con­
verges, but, when we concern ourslves with general directed sets of 
points, it is difficult to study relations between u-normality and com­
pleteness.
In the general case we get the following
Theorem 5. I f  a fully normal space R is a ii-normal, locally 
complete and uniformly connected s‘pace"‘\ then R is complete.
Proof. Let jR be a uniform space satisfying the assumption, and 
let {TOj,} be a basis for its uniformity such that every consist of 
connected sets only.
I. Since R  is fully normal and locally complete, by the result of 
A. H. Stone*^ we get a neighbourhood-finite open covering U =  j A\ 
such that ?7„are complete and an open covering SS =  { j such that 
V For these coverings we construct continuous functions 
such that
O ^  (a) <  I.
/ .W  =  O (aef/J),
We denote by A ={S| the collection of finite sets consisting of a , and
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by n{h) the number of S. Put
N  ^=  \a \ , / „ ( « ) <  7  ( «
for some S such that »(8) =  fcj, then jiVt I k —1, 2 ...} is an open 
covering of R. Put
■^s =  1«  I 7  : ( a ) > 7 ( a 6 S ) , ( a ) < 7  ( a 5? 5 ) j , 
then M- is an open set, and j 5 € A , (5) =  A:}= iV^, where
We notice that =^{,n {h)—n {h'^  — lc, S S'), and
(a ^ S), i,e, meets a finite number of only. Since SI=JATsj is
enumerable, by K. Morita’s theorem it has a star-finite refinement
^ ' = { P / h '  =  l,
Let =  {Pj j i — 1, 2, ...|, O =  jQ j  J= I, 2 ...| be open coverings such
that p ; c K
If Pt C  ^ ic, then ^  \\  ^ I 5 e A , n (S ) ^k ,  a  6 ^ } is a
star-finite refinement of SB in P , .
2. When we construct <S” =  S” (Q^, O ) , then and are
disjoint or identical: hence every elements of any 6 {'JJf* j are 
contained in some Sf, because they are connected.
Let (p (i j %) be an arbitrary Cauchy directed set of points, then <p 
is residual in some Sr by the above fact.
We shall prove that there exists {SJljrl such that for some 
m, every elements M  of , in which (p is residual, is contained in
In
\J  (Q,, D) =
To see this, assume that the contrary holds. Let 9Ji^  be an arbi­
trary element of and let 9Ji*<5Jl^, If <p is residual 
in M,j e 9Jlj,, then every elements of Tl,j, in which rp is residual, meet 
ilfj,. Hence when S (Mg,, yjt,y) , from the assumption we get
M, c{: S™ (=  O  (Qt, O)) for all m.
Since is connected, ^  (S”—S”) 4  ^^ (n >  «„), when ^ .
Therefore two closed sets F =  O  and G =  O
n=i
are disjoint but not u-separated, which contradicts the u-normality of 
B.
3, We denote by UJtj, an element of such that every elements 
of yJl*, in which cp is residual, are contained in -S”* for a definite m.
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If S”' \ J  Q i , then Pi\i=^l ...h\ is a finite open co-
4«1
vering of S™. Hence from the u-normality of -S™, we get a refinement
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{a«,} Cf in
Let A , 3Jl,e and let (p{t \ X) be residual in a
definite element M„ of . Let M be an arbitrary element of , in 
which 9? (i I $) is residual, then M d S  (iW„, d  g ; M C^S (Mg, 
CiMy^ Tly, for some and Mp. Since 93 (t I 2:) is residual in
M^, we get M^ C  -S”*.
On the other hand from ilf j, e 'JJlj, we get M^ ^  S’” CI.Pi^S”', whence
M C  ^  ^  S'™ ^  M , C  ^^ ^  S'" C  -P,
for a definite Pg and for every M eSQl ,^ in which rp(t \X) is residual.
4. Since from 3 for every and for every
in which rp(t\X) is residual, we get M C^P i , it must be for
a definite M s, a , M C  V7 -SJ” (M?, « , 3B() for such M, where
?i = l
Mz, . =  P , C N , .
(See the last part of I.)
Since Pt is u-normal, by the same method as in 2 we can prove 
that there exists M  6 9K, such that 93 (i | S) is residual in M, and
M d\J S” (Mg, a, 2B«) for some I. Since 3®* is star-finite, \JS’* (Mo, a,
7t=l  M = I
333«) is a union of some finite number of Mi,
I
Since 9) (i j 3;) is residual in \J S” (Ms, a , , it must be residual
W=I
in a definite element Mo, a of . From the fact that Mg, a C  » 
we get the completeness of Mg, ;t, whence (p{t \ X) must converge. 
Thus the proof of Theorem 5 is complete.
Notes.
V
1) We denote by p (R) Cech's bicompactification of R and by w (R) Wallmart’s one.
2) A closed set F of R is called a completely closed set, when there exists a conti- 
^nuous function <p of R such that
F {a I cp (a) 0} .
3) We denote by the complement ot N.
4) In this note we consider filters consisting of closad sets only.
5j See N. A. Shanin, On Special !extensions of Topological Spaces, and his otlier 
papers, C. R. URSS, 38 (1943j No. I, No. 4, No. 5-6.
6j On the Lattices of Panjctions on Topological Spaces and of Functions on Uniform 
Spaces, Osaka Math. Journal, I (1949) No. 2, Lemma 2.
7) We mean by a uniformly connected space a uniform space, which has a basis 
{^«} for its uniformity such that every Wx consist of connected sets only.
8) A. H. Stone, On Paracompactness and Product Space, Bull, of Amer. Math. 54 (1948) 
No. 10.
An open covering U of i? is called neighbourhood-finite, when each point a: of R  has a 
neighbourhood V (x), which maats only finite number of elements of U •
U is called star-finite, when each element of U meets only finite number of elemets of
U .
9) K. Morita, Star-Finite Converings and the Star-Finite Property, Math. Japonicae, 
Vol.l, No. 2.
To see this in this case, for example consider an open covering =  {M^}, MjcCl^k> 
anci construct continuous functions fk such that
/fc {a) =^k {a ^  Mic) ,
fic {a) = O [a^Nic) ,
Putting /=-= sup /fc, =- £« I M -1 <  /  (a)< «+1}, 2 == iLn | w =  0, I, 2 ,..... } ,
we get a star-finite refinement of ^  .
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